
Modern Physics: PHY-104 Spring Semester 2013

Recitation on atomic structure

1. In the Bohr model, compare the magnitudes of the electron’s kinetic and potential

energies in orbit. What about their signs? What does all this mean?

2. In stars, the Pickering series is found in the He+ spectrum. It is emitted when the

electron in He+ jumps from higher levels into the level with n = 4.

(a) State the exact formula for the wavelength of lines belonging to this series.

(b) In what region of the spectrum is the series?

(c) Find the wavelength of the series limit.

(d) Find the ionization potential, if He+ is in the ground state, in electron volts.

3. A muon is a particle with a charge equal to that of an electron and a mass equal to 207

times the mass of an electron. Muonic lead is formed when 208Pb captures a muon to

replace an electron. Assume that the muon moves in such a small orbit that it “sees”

a nuclear charge of Z = 82. According to the Bohr theory, what are the radius and

energy of the ground state of muonic lead?

4. One of the earliest experiments to show that p = γmv (rather than p = mv) was that

of Neumann. [G. Neumann, Ann. Physik 45:529 (1914)].
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The Neumann apparatus

The apparatus shown in the Figure above is identical to Thomson’s except that the

source of high-speed electrons is a radioactive radium source and the magnetic field B

is arranged to act on the electron over its entire trajectory from source to detector. The

combined electric and magnetic fields act as a velocity selector, only passing electrons
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with speed v, where v = V/Bd, while in the region where there is only a magnetic

field the electron moves in a circle of radius r, with r given by p = Bre. This latter

region (E = 0,B =constant) acts as a momentum selector because electrons with

larger momenta have paths with larger radii.

(a) Show that the radius of the circle described by the electron is given by r = (ℓ2 +

y2)/2y.

(b) Typical values for the Neumann experiment were d = 2.51× 10−4 m, B = 0.0177

T, and ℓ = 0.0247 m. For V = 1060 V, y, the most critical value, was measured to

be 0.0024 ± 0.0005 m. Show that these values disagree with the y value calculated

from p = mv but agree with the y value calculated from p = γmv within experimental

error.
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